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Abstract. The prediction of finger kinematics from EMG signals is a
difficult problem due to the high level of noise in recorded biological sig-
nals. In order to improve the quality of such predictions, we propose a
Bayesian inference architecture that enables the combination of multiple
sources of sensory information with an accurate and flexible model for
the online prediction of high-dimensional kinematics. Our method inte-
grates hierarchical Gaussian process latent variable models (GP-LVMs)
for nonlinear dimension reduction with Gaussian process dynamical mod-
els (GPDMs) to represent movement dynamics in latent space. Using
several additional approximations, we make the resulting sophisticated
inference architecture real-time capable. Our results demonstrate that
the prediction of hand kinematics can be substantially improved by in-
clusion of information from the online-measured arm kinematics, and
by exploiting learned online generative models of finger kinematics. The
proposed architecture provides a highly flexible framework for the inte-
gration of accurate generative models with high-dimensional motion in
real-time inference and control problems.

Keywords: EMG, decoding, kinematics, Gaussian process, dimension
reduction

1 Introduction

Dynamical systems have been used extensively to model human motion [18,
8]. For example, networks of coupled dynamic movement primitives or ’central
pattern generators’ have been shown to describe coordinated motor patterns
[14]. Applications in computer graphics and robotics have resulted in powerful
methods for modeling complex, high-dimensional, coordinated human motion.
These models may be exploited in the context of prosthesis control applications,
where often the available control signals (e.g. from electromyography (EMG)) are
too low-dimensional or noisy to ensure accurate decoding of the desired actuator
motion.
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As a theoretical framework for this integration of neural signal decoding and
synthesizing human motion, we propose probabilistic graphical models [1]. These
models provide a highly flexible, systematic framework for modular model con-
struction and realizing inference on arbitrary variables in such models. However,
complex graphical models, due to the computational complexity of this inference,
often do not easily transfer to online control applications or the online genera-
tion of human motion. Neither do many of the common methods for the offline
synthesis of human motion, e.g. by motion capture and subsequent filtering or
interpolation between stored trajectories [4], transfer easily to online synthesis
applications. Based on a combination of GP-LVMs [22] with GPDMs [33], we
propose here an implementation of a hierarchical probabilistic graphical model
that is suitable for real-time inference. We exploit this architecture to estimate
hand kinematics from EMG signals by a learned generative model of hand-arm
coordination, with support by real-time kinematic data from the arm. This in-
ferred hand motion can be used in the control of a hand orthosis for patients
with unhindered arms, but impaired grasping abilities (e.g. due to stroke) [3].

2 Background

The industry standards and the typical benchmarks in research for online hand
and arm myocontrol comprise the two-electrode ”conventional control” approaches,
co-contraction control (CC) and slope control (SC) [16]. Both require users to
make targeted muscle contractions for switching between two single degrees of
freedom (DOF) modes of control—operating a wrist rotation and opening/closing
the hand. Users often consider these systems to be unintuitive compared to nat-
ural hand and arm function, difficult to use in everyday life, and to be fatiguing
[16, 11]. Other approaches exploiting classification and multiple DOFs regression
methods have been shown to produce better results with the same hardware [16].
More advanced techniques have effectively employed methods of auto-encoding
for dimensionality reduction [31], have utilized biomechanical models for im-
posing realistic system constraints [10, 28], or have incorporated proprioceptive
feedback or direct cortical feedback into sensory-motor brain areas [12]. Here,
we explore the use of generative hierarchical Gaussian process models for estab-
lishing control by non-invasive EMG signals, augmented by predictive signals
derived from the measurement of additional arm kinematic signals.

Probabilistic models for human motion have been used extensively in com-
puter graphics for the synthesis of character motion [7], and for the editing and
interpolation of motion styles [19, 2, 17]. Many of these techniques result in offline
models that cannot react to online control inputs, while simple online control
schemes often are not accurate enough to convey the exact motion characteris-
tics. GP-LVMs have been used for kinematic modeling and motion interpolation
[15], inverse kinematics [24], and for the learning of low-dimensional dynamical
models [34].

Gaussian processes (GPs) can be interpreted as probabilistic neural networks
with a particular prior on the weights and biases in the limit of infinitely many
hidden units [26]. The GP-LVM have been extended by latent dynamics in [33],
resulting in an architecture that has been termed the Gaussian process dynami-
cal model (GPDM). Due to its probabilistic nature, this model is well equipped
to handle the variability of natural motion data, and it is possible to model full-
body human motion with just one GPDM [30, 33, 29]. Here, we use a combination
of GP-LVMs and GPDM to build a hierarchical GPDM with goal/style-content
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separation for modeling the kinematics of coordinated hand and arm movements.
To achieve real-time performance, we approximate computationally costly infer-
ence steps by learning a fast, approximate inverse of our generative model with
GP, which we refer to as back-projection. This way of making inference tractable
was inspired by the Helmholtz Machine [9], which also learns an explicit inversion
of a generative model.

3 Model components

Our model architecture is shown in Figure 1a. It is composed of a hierarchical
combination of GP-LVMs, and a top level that is implemented by a GPDM-like
dynamical layer.

3.1 GP-LVMs

In a GP-LVM, each point yn of a high dimensional data set Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ]T

∈ ℜN×D is represented by a corresponding, uncertain instance xn of low dimen-
sional latent variables X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]T ∈ ℜN×Q, where N is the length of the
data set, D the dimension of the data space, and Q the dimension of the latent
space. The mapping between the latent space and the components of the data is
defined by a (typically nonlinear) function f(x) that is drawn from a Gaussian
process (with y = [y1, ..., yD]T):

yd = fd(x) + εd, fd(x) ∼ GP (0, kf (x,x
′)) (1)

where εd is white noise of the data, and fd(x) is drawn from a GP prior with zero
mean function and kernel function kf (x,x

′). We used composite kernel functions
(see eq. 14, 15, 18) which were composed of a radial basis function (RBF) and a
linear kernel [27]:

kRBF(x,x
′) = γ1 exp

(
−γ2

2
|x− x′|2

)
(2)

klin(x,x
′) = γ3x

Tx′ (3)

The RBF kernel models local structure in the data and has an inverse width
γ2. The linear kernel allows linear extrapolation and interpolation between data
points. The other γi are positive weights.

We learned the parameters of the GP-LVMs by determining the latent vari-
ables that maximize their log-posterior, exploiting a scaled conjugate gradient
(SCG) algorithm [22]. The evaluation of the log-posterior involves the inversion
of a N ×N kernel matrix Kff which results from computing the kernel at every
pair of latent points. This inversion has computational complexity O(N3) which
is prohibitive for large data-sets, such as our motion capture recordings.

3.2 Sparse aproximation

We solved this problem by a sparse approximation approach [6]. For this purpose,
the noise free function value set F = [f1, . . . , fN ]T, where fd = fd(x) with f =
[f1, . . . , fD]T, is approximated by selection of a small set of M ≪ N pseudo-
points U = [u1, . . . ,uM ]T. It is assumed that training and test points of the
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Gaussian process are approximately conditionally independent, if conditioned on
their pseudo-points. Under this assumption, the GP prior can be approximated
as follows:

q(f |θ) =
∫

p(f |u,θ)p(u|θ) du, (4)

where θ are the model hyperparameters and p(u|θ) is the GP prior over u.
The conditional relationship between u and f is fundamental for this equation.
With the GP priors p(f |θ) and p(u|θ) it is possible to derive from their joint
probability the conditional dependency. This leads to the result p(f |u,θ) =
N (f ;KfuK

−1
uuu,Dff ) where Dff = Kff − Qff and Qff = KfuK

−1
uuKuf . The

constructed matrices correspond to the covariance function evaluations at the
pseudo-point input locations {[xu]m}Mm=1, i.e. [Kuu]m,m′ = kf ([xu]m, [xu]m′)
and similarly covariance function evaluations between pseudo-point input and
data locations [Kfu]n,m = kf (xn, [xu]m). Unfortunately, even this equation it
is still cubic in terms of its computational complexity. However, the matrices
of p(f |u,θ) can be approximated by simpler forms, resulting in computation-
ally tractable distributions with q(f |u,θ) ≈ p(f |u,θ) [5]. We chose a subset of
pseudo-inputs which parameterize the GP prior through the Deterministic Train-
ing Conditional (DTC) approximation [20] in order to ensure real-time capability
for prediction and to render our approach feasible for larger data sets,

q(f |u,θ) = N (f |KfuK
−1
uuu,0). (5)

This approximation assumes that f(x) is fully determined by the pseudo-point
inputs and reduces the computational cost to O(M2N) during learning. The
prior q(f |θ) with DTC approximation can be combined with the likelihood
p(yd|fd,θ) = N (yd|fd, γ−1

4 I):

p(Y|θ) =
D∏

d=1

∫
p(y:,d|f:,d,θ)q(f:,d|θ) dfd (6)

=
D∏

d=1

N (y:,d|0,KfuK
−1
uuKuf + γ−1

4 I). (7)

where γ4 is the noise precision into which any Gaussian observation noise can
be absorbed and y:,d, f:,d are the vectors for the dth dimension of Y and F.
Combined with priors p(X) and p(θ) we got the log-marginal, reformulated with
matrix inversion lemma [20] for O(M2N):

L = −D(N −M)

2
ln 2π − γ4

2
tr(YYT)

D

2
ln |K−1

uu|+
D

2
ln |A| (8)

−γ4
2
tr(A−1KufYYTKfu)−

1

2

N∑

n=1

xT
nxn −

∑

j

ln γj , (9)

with A = γ−1
4 Kuu −KufKfu. This implies that the computation time depends

only on the number of pseudo- and test inputs, which enables real-time perfor-
mance.

For the prior function of new test data p(Ỹ|θ), we followed the same deriva-

tions as in equations (4)-(7), replacing f with test function values f̃ , assumed
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conditional independence between f̃ and f . With the joint probability of the new
GP priors p(Y|θ) and p(Ỹ|θ), a posterior distribution p(ỹ|Y,X,x∗,θ) for the
prediction of new test outputs ỹ with given test inputs x∗ can be derived [21],

ỹ ∼ N (µ(x∗), σ(x∗)), (10)

where
µ(x∗) = K∗uA

−1KufY, (11)

σ(x∗) = K∗∗ −K∗u(Kuu −A−1)KT
∗u, (12)

where K∗∗ is the kernel function evaluated at the test inputs, K∗u is the kernel
function evaluated at the test and pseudo-point inputs.

3.3 GPDM

In order to model the dynamics of our data in the latent space—that which is
given by the temporal evolution of the columns of the inferred input matrix X,
we used a Gausian Process Dynamical Model (GPDM) [33]. This is a GP-LVM
with an autoregressive dynamics for the hidden variables xn. These dynamics
are given by a nonlinear auto-regressive model of the form:

xn = fx(xn−1, . . . ,xn−z) + ξ, (13)

where z is the order of the dynamics (we used z = 2), and where fx(·) is also
drawn from a Gaussian process prior with the associated kernel function:

kdyn([xn−1,xn−2], [xη−1,xη−2])

= γ5 exp
(
−γ6

2
|xn−1 − xη−1|2 −

γ7
2
|xn−2 − xη−2|2

)

+ γ8x
T
n−1xη−1 + γ9x

T
n−2xη−2.

(14)

This is again a combination of non-linear and linear kernel functions. This auto-
regressive model defines a Markov chain and generalizes a hidden Markov model
(HMM) [25] in a non-linear way.

4 Hierarchical model architecture

For the representation of goal-dependent hand movements, we devised a hierar-
chical model that consists of GP-LVMs for successive dimension reduction, and
of a GPDM in the highest layer for the representation of the dynamics in the
latent space (cf. Fig. 1a). The model is composed of three layers, which were
learned jointly. Learning includes both the bottom-up and top-down contribu-
tions at each hierarchy level.

The proposed model can be run in two different modes: (i) As a fully gen-
erative model, where we the complete hand-arm kinematics is generated online,
dependent on an external variable that controls the goal position; (ii) as a par-
tially generative model, where the goal position is inferred online from measured
arm kinematics and/or EMG signals. In this case these variables are treated
as observed nodes in the graphical model, and the other variables are inferred
by Bayesian model inversion. For the separation of style and content [32], style
referring here to the goal position, we introduced a specific goal/style variable g
that captures specifically the goal position, which either is pre-specified in the
fully generative mode, or inferred in the partially generative mode.
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b) Back-projection of the hierarchical GPDM.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical probabilistic model. (a) Three data structures Y(i), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
including the arm kinematic data, the hand kinematic data, and the EMG data are
represented by sparse GP-LVMs, each over T trials and G goal positions. Each data
structure is mapped by a prior mapping function f (i)(·) drawn from a GP prior with

a lower-dimensional latent variable h(i). For each a set M pseudo-input variables h
(i)
u

are specified for sparse approximation. The dimensionality of the variables h(i) on the
middle level of the model is further reduced by a sparse GP-LVM in the same way,

with the hidden state variables x, the corresponding inducing variables x
(i)
u , and the

style variable g. The temporal evolution of the hidden state variables xn is modeled
with second order dynamics using a GPDM also drawn from a GP prior f (5). Cor-
responding inducing variables for the sparse representation are signified by xdyn

u . (b)

Back-projection mapping (blue) from data space of y(j), j ∈ {2, 3} to the latent spaces

h(j), using sparse GP regressions with prior functions r
(j)
y and the pseudo-inputs y

(j)
u .

Similarly, a back-projection from h(j) to g is computed with the funcion prior r
(j)
h and

pseudo-input h
(j)
u .

4.1 Individual layers

Bottom layer. The bottom layer of our model represents the observed kine-
matic data of the hand, the kinematic velocity data of the arm, and the EMG
data as matrices Y(i), i ∈ {1; 2; 3}. The dimensionality of each of these data sets
is reduced by a sparse GP-LVM with the same sample size (N (i) = 1440), but

different dimensionalities of the data vectors (D
(1)
y = 63, D

(2)
y = 15, D

(3)
y = 28).

For each data type, a separate set of mapping functions is used with their own
GP prior f (i)(·) to map the latent variables h(i) onto the corresponding data
vectors, according to equation (1). The dimensionalities of the hidden variable

vectors are Q
(1)
h = 10, Q

(2)
h = 4, and Q

(3)
h = 15. The kernel functions in this layer

are given by a linear combination of the RBF and the linear kernel functions
defined in equations (2),(3) to capture the nonlinarity of the data and support
smooth blending between styles:

k
(i)
f (h(i),h′(i)) = krbf(h

(i),h′(i)) + klin(h
(i),h′(i)). (15)
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Intermediate layer. For further dimensionality reduction, an additional sparse
GP-LVM was introduced that maps from the latent variable x (Qx = 2) onto
the concatenation of the variables h(i). We assume that h(i) is represented in
the same latent space across trials, number of goals, and time steps.

A key assumption in our approach is that the goal positions can be modeled
by a separate ’style variable’ g. During the learning of the model parameters, we
separate the motion content, i.e. the basic shape of the trajectories, from this mo-
tion style variable, using a factorial representation. For the partially generative
model, we infer the style variable g online from the measured EMG and kine-
matic data of the arm. To promote such a factorization of the latent variables
in terms of motion content and style dimensions, we applied back-constraints
during learning [23]. This method constrains the hidden space variable to a low-
dimensional manifold in a way that ensures that close points in the data space
remain close in the latent space. Adjusting the gradient steps during optimiza-
tion, we enforced the components of x to lie on a circular manifold for all styles
that are given by the functions z1 and z2 [30]:

xn,1 = z1([h
(1),h(2),h(3)]n, φn) =

N∑

τ=1

cτ,1krbf(cos(φn), cos(φτ )) (16)

xn,2 = z2([h
(1),h(2),h(3)]n, φn) =

N∑

τ=1

cτ,2krbf(sin(φn), sin(φτ )) (17)

The variable φn specifies the motion phase, and the coefficients cτ,i were chosen
to ensure that the latent points lie (approximately) on a circle for all motion
’styles’.

The motion style variable g, which specifies the reaching goal, was ini-
tially specified using 1-of-K encodings [1], each goal being specified by a (eight-
dimensional) unit vector (goal 1: g1, goal 2: g2, etc.) which will also be optimized.
In order to blend linearly between the behaviors for the different goals, we used
a linear kernel for the ’style’ dimensions. The composite kernel function for the
middle layer of our model was thus given by (equations (2),(3)):

kh([x,g], [x
′,g′]) = klin(g,g

′)krbf(x,x
′) + klin(x,x

′). (18)

Similar to the multi-factor model [32], the multiplication of style and latent
position act similarly to a logical ’AND’ operation. The resulting kernel matrix
links each goal point to a pair of latent points.

Top layer. The top layer represents the temporal evolution of xn, i.e. the
underlying dynamics. We used a second-order GPDM, which allowed us to model
the dynamical dependencies on velocity and acceleration of X. The evolution
function for xn is given by equation (13). We drew the function fx(·) from a
GP with the kernel given in equation (14), where we learned the model with
multiple motion sequences (T trials for G goals, see Fig. 1a), assuming they are
i.i.d. samples from the complete model.

In order to accelerate the inference of the partially generative model, we
introduced an explicit learning of the back-projections from the hidden variables
h(2) and h(3) that represent the EMG and the arm kinematics to the variable
h(1) that represents the hand kinematics. These mappings were again represented
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by sparsely approximated Gaussian process regressions with the function priors

r
(j)
y , j ∈ {2, 3} (blue elements in Fig. 1b):

h(j) = r(j)y (y(j)) + ǫ(j), r(j)y (y(j)) ∼ GP (0, k
(j)
back(y

(j),y′(i))), (19)

The kernel was given by k
(j)
back(y

(j),y′(i)) = k
(j)
rbf(y

(j),y′(i))+k
(j)
lin (y

(j),y′(i)), and
ǫ(j) is Gaussian noise. As for a usual GP regression, only the kernel parameters
are optimized during this step, while the latent variables for both layers were
kept fixed. In an equivalent way, we introduced explicit back-projections for the
second layer to predict the style variable g.

4.2 Motion generation and prediction.

In the fully generative mode, our model, after training, predicts the hand kine-
matics (and also the arm kinematics and EMG signals) from a defined goal po-
sition. In the partially generative mode, it generates the hand kinematics from
the arm kinematics and/or the EMG signals, estimating the likely goal position
g from the available input data, while exploiting the back-projections for fast
inference.

In both cases, the top dynamic layer ensures the generation of smooth hand
motion. Given the states for the previous time steps, the GPDM predicts a novel
state according to equation (10):

x̃n
∼= µx([x̃n−1, x̃n−2]). (20)

In the fully generative mode, the predicted state is propagated down the hierar-

chy to predict the original data components ỹ
(i)
n according to the relationships:

h̃(i)
n

∼= µh([x̃n,g∗]), (21)

ỹ(i)
n

∼= µy(h̃
(i)
n ). (22)

The functions µi(.) are following from the posteriors of the individual layers.
The goal information is added through the variable g∗ in this equation, for
which values can be chosen that interpolate between the training goals’ vectors,
resulting in continuously interpolated intermediate goal positions.

In the partially generative mode, the goal vector g is predicted from the

measurements y
(j)
∗ , j ∈ {2, 3}, through the back-projections, according to the

relationships:

h̃(j)
n

∼= µh(y
(j)
∗ ) (23)

g̃ ∼= µ(j)
g (h̃(j)

n ) (24)

For the models with two predictive variables h̃
(j)
n , the estimates were combined

using a maximum a posteriori framework. The style vector estimate is then
combined with the predicted state x̃n from the dynamics and projected down to

predict the hand kinematics ỹ
(1)
n according to:

h̃(1)
n

∼= µh([x̃n, g̃]), (25)

ỹ(1)
n

∼= µy(h̃
(1)
n ). (26)
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Fig. 2. Frames from animations illustrating the results. Prediction examples of hand
and finger orientations over time for goal 1 (top row) and goal 09 (bottom row). Pre-
dicted hand kinematics are shown in red, and the corresponding ground truth data are
in blue.

5 Results

5.1 Data set.

In order to test the performance of our approach, we applied it to a data set
with grasping movements that included kinematic data from the arm and the
hand, and HD-sEMG data from 3 high-density 8 x 8 surface electrode arrays
(OT Bioelettronica) placed around the forearm, and from 16 bipolar sEMG
electrodes on the larger muscles of the upper arm, shoulder, chest, and back.
EMG recordings were done with an OT Bioelettronica Quattrocento 400 channel
desktop amplifier (OTBioelettronica, Torino, IT) and three EMG pre-amplifiers.
Samples were taken at 2,848 Hz, with an amplification gain of 150 V/V, and an
online bandpass filter between 10 to 900 Hz. MOCAP recordings were conducted
through VICON Nexus version 2.8 using eight VICON infrared cameras at 256.41
Hz.

Reaching movements were performed by a healthy, left-handed, adult male
(39 years old, 178 cm tall, 82 kg) with no prior record of neuromuscular disease.
Grasped objects were mounted on a vertical panel in the form of a rectangular
3× 3 grid with a distance of 25 cm between the objects. All movements started
from a resting position next to the hip.

EMG signals were processed by digital band-pass filtering between 20-450
Hz with a fourth-order Butterworth filter. A second-order Butterworth filter was
applied as a band-stop filter between 49-51 Hz to remove power line interference.
The signals were full-wave rectified and processed with a low-pass, second-order
Butterworth filter at 10 Hz to extract the linear envelope.

5.2 Model evaluation.

We applied our method to infer the hand kinematics (63 DOFs) from either
the arm kinematics (velocities) (15 DOF), the EMG signals, or from both (see
Fig. 2). In total, we learned 16 motion trajectories. Due to outliers in the EMG
data, we selected only two trials per goal for learning and one trial per goal for
testing. Because of outliers in each trial we excluded goal two completely. Our
raw training set consisted of EMG data, and arm and hand kinematics for eight
goals.

ICANN2020, 435, v2 (final): ’Reactive Hand Movements from Arm Kinematics and EMG . . . 9
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Hand NMSPR
Goals EMG + Velocity EMG Velocity
Goal 01 0.2425 0.2549 0.2472
Goal 03 0.2380 0.2852 0.2477
Goal 04 0.3692 0.4450 0.2795
Goal 05 0.3368 0.3851 0.3109
Goal 06 0.2865 0.3657 0.2436
Goal 07 0.3701 0.4206 0.3191
Goal 08 0.3920 0.4153 0.2992
Goal 09 0.2120 0.2091 0.1802
Average 0.3059 0.3476 0.2659

Goal NMSPR
Goals EMG + Velocity EMG Velocity
Goal 01 0.3317 0.2885 0.3377
Goal 03 0.2964 0.3150 0.2578
Goal 04 0.3682 0.4302 0.2860
Goal 05 0.2488 0.4081 0.3458
Goal 06 0.3463 0.4081 0.2631
Goal 07 0.3508 0.4874 0.3563
Goal 08 0.4040 0.4813 0.3170
Goal 09 0.2864 0.2561 0.1918
Average 0.3291 0.3844 0.2944

Table 1: Normalized Mean Square Prediction Error (NMSPR) for hand kinematics and
goal position. Prediction from arm velocities results in the smallest prediction error.

The bvh kinematic arm and hand data were converted from radian to expo-
nential map [13]. Then, we extracted the velocities from exponential map repre-
sentations of the arm kinematics. We trained the model with 200 pseudo-inputs
for each latent space on an AMD Ryzon Threadripper 1950X 16 core processor
3.4 GHz with 64 GB RAM, which took about 10.5 hours for 1500 iteration steps.

We computed the normalized Mean Square Prediction Error (NMSPR) for
predictions of the hand kinematics (joint angles). Even for this small data set,
the model produced acceptable hand postures during reconstruction and the
NMSPRs for the hand kinematics were smaller for predictions from the arm
kinematics than for predictions from the EMG. Combining the prediction from
EMG and arm kinematics reduced the prediction error substantially compared
to the prediction from EMG alone.

We also analyzed the classification of the goal from the last 20 stimulus
frames based on the latent space variable g. The predicted classification was
determined by the largest element of the inferred variable, which corresponds
to the most likely class. The right part of Table 1 shows the NMSPR for the
resulting predicted vectorial binary classification vectors relative to the ground
truth, which is given by the true classes defined by the individual goals. Also
for this measure, classification is best from the arm kinematics, and including
the arm kinematics in the prediction improves accuracy compared to predictions
derived from EMG alone.

An additional important point is that the proposed algorithm achieves real-
time performance for online prediction of the hand kinematics. Running the
algorithm on the same computer used for optimization, the prediction time per
frame was on average about 23.74 ms.

6 Conclusion

Combining several methods from Bayesian unsupervised learning and inference,
we have devised a new real-time-capable method for the simulation of reactive
hand movements controlled by EMG. The high flexibility of the underlying in-
ference framework was exploited to combine the EMG with additional kinematic
data from the arm. Our model successfully predicted hand positions relative to
the goal objects and reproduced hand kinematics with acceptable accuracy. Pre-
dictions derived from arm kinematics were more accurate for the tested data
set than were the reconstructions from EMG. In addition, the accuracy of the
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reconstruction from EMG could be significantly improved by adding information
from arm kinematics. The superiority of arm kinematics might be a consequence
of our data set, which did not include transitions between different grip types,
or supination movements. Such a variation in the dataset might give predictive
power to the forearm HD-sEMG signals, enabling the disambiguation of move-
ments that cannot be derived from the arm kinematics alone.

Despite the sophistication of the underlying probabilistic model, we have
demonstrated that the algorithm is real-time-capable on a standard hardware.
To our knowledge, underlying, advanced statistical methods such as GPDMs
or inference on hierarchical GP-LVMs have never been tested and prepared
for real-time applications. In our implementations real-time capability could be
achieved by inclusion of several additional approximations, such as explicit back-
projections and sparse approximations.

Future work will extend such architectures by applying variational optimiza-
tion with better approximation methods to enable deep architectures with in-
creased scalability. This will enable testing of these algorithms on much bigger
data sets. Furthermore, we plan to implement the architecture with GPU com-
puting for faster learning and inference.
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